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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the following standard K-class classification problem. Let
(X, Y) be a random pair in Rd×{0, 1, ..., K−1}. The Rd-valued vector X
is called the feature or predictor vector, which is always observable, and Y
is called the class membership and takes values in {0, 1, ..., K−1}. The
problem of classification is to predict Y based on X, as accurately as
possible, where accuracy means lower misclassification error rate. More
specifically, let g be a classifier, i.e., any map of the form g: RdQ
{0, 1, ..., K−1}, which one uses to predict Y based on X. The problem is
then to choose g in such a way that its misclassification error rate, err(g),
defined by
err(g)=P{g(X) ] Y},
is as small as possible. The best classifier gB, called the Bayes classifier, is
the one with the lowest error rate; i.e., gB satisfies:
P{gB(X) ] Y}= inf
g: RdQ {0, 1, ..., K−1}
P{g(X) ] Y}.
Here the Bayes classifier gB predicts Y as belonging to class kŒ if the
posterior probability P(Y=kŒ |X=x) \ P(Y=k |X=x) for all k ¥
{0, ..., K−1}. Ties are usually broken in favor of the class with the smallest
index k. Clearly, when the distribution of (X, Y) is completely known, one
would try to find the optimal classifier gB which attains the lowest error.
Unfortunately, in practice, the underlying distribution of the random pair
(X, Y) is unknown and the only information available is a training sample
of size n, Tn={(X1, Y1), ..., (Xn, Yn)}. Here (Xi, Yi)’s are independently and
identically distributed Rd×{0, 1, ..., K−1}-valued observations from the
distribution of (X, Y). The goal is then to find a data-based classification
rule gn whose conditional misclassification error rate
errn(gn)=P{gn(X) ] Y |Tn}
is somehow as small as possible. A classification rule gn is said to be
consistent if
errn(gn)Qp err(gB), as nQ..
We say gn is strongly consistent if the convergence holds almost surely.
Some of the popular classification rules are histogram classifiers, Nearest-
Neighbor (NN) rules, Fisher’s linear discriminant function (LDA), and tree
classifiers. Different classifiers have different properties and their
performance can depend on many different factors. For instance the LDA
performs well for normal populations. In general, in a given situation, it is
not clear at all as to how one should choose a classifier. In this article we
propose a procedure for combining a number of candidate classifiers in
order to develop more effective classification rules. The proposed proce-
dure is easy to implement and yields improvements in the overall error rate
relative to the individual classifiers. The idea of combined estimation is
relatively new and goes back to Breiman’s [1] ‘‘Stacked Regression’’, and
Wolpert’s [12] ‘‘Stacked Generalization’’. More recent relevant papers
are those of LeBlanc and Tibshirani [6] and Mojirsheibani [8, 9, 10].
A non-technical presentation of the subject appears in chapter 11 of
Schürmann [11].
2. THE PROPOSED METHOD
Let gn, 1(x), ..., gn, M(x) be M individual classification rules, where each
gn, m is a map of the form
gn, m : {Rd×{0, 1, ..., K−1}}n×RdQ {0, 1, ..., K−1}.
Let (X, Y) be a new (future) observation where X is observable but not the
class membership Y. Define the vectors Wˆi and Wˆ according to
Wˆi — Wˆ(Xi)=(gn, 1(Xi), ..., gn, M(Xi)) and
Wˆ — Wˆ(X)=(gn, 1(X), ..., gn, M(X)).
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We will consider the non-iid discretized ‘‘data’’ (Wˆ1, Y1), ..., (Wˆn, Yn) and
the discretized ‘‘future observation’’ (Wˆ, Y), where Y is to be predicted.
One possible combined classifier is kn, where
kn(x) — kn(gn, 1(x), ..., gn, M(x))
=argmax
0 [ k [K−1
C
n
i=1
I{Yi=k} I{gn, m(Xi)=gn, m(x); m=1, ..., M}
=argmax
0 [ k [K−1
C
n
i=1
I{Yi=k} I{Wˆi=Wˆ(x)}, (1)
where I{A} is the indicator of the set A. In the case of ties we take kn(x) to
be the smallest k for which (1) holds. The above procedure may be viewed
as a multinomial discriminant function applied to the non-iid ‘‘data’’:
{(Wˆi, Yi)}
n
i=1. The combined classifier kn of (1) and its optimal properties
were studied by Mojirsheibani [9]. The problem of classifying a discrete-
valued covariate vector into one of K classes, based on iid observations, is
not new and can be tackled by a number of different effective procedures.
For instance, in addition to the usual multinomial discrimination rule, one
can also consider the more flexible kernel-based approach of Aitchinson
and Aitken [1], the nearest-neighbor procedure of Hills [5], and the
adaptive weighted nearest-neighbor estimator of Hall [4]. For our setup,
however, the situation is not quite straightforward. To appreciate this
observe that the components of the non-iid pseudo-covariate vectors
Wˆ1, ..., Wˆn are themselves classifiers that could depend on the data in some
complicated ways. As a result, standard techniques (based on iid data) are
no longer appropriate for proving consistency results. In fact, it will
become clear in Section 3 that our proposed combined classifier is a data-
dependent partitioning rule (disguised as a modified multinomial procedure),
where the partitioning (random) is induced by the individual classifiers,
with the number of cells of the partition increasing exponentially fast in M.
A closer look at (1) reveals that kn can be written as
kn(x)=argmax
0 [ k [K−1
C
n
i=1
I{Yi=k} I{dH(Wˆi, Wˆ(x))=0}, (2)
where dH(u, v) is the Hamming distance between the vectors u and v (i.e.,
the number of disagreements between the corresponding components of u
and v). The condition dH(Wˆi, Wˆ(x))=0 appears to be too restrictive in (2)
as it requires all the M classifiers to agree at both Xi and X. When M is
large, this condition can alter the effectiveness of the combined classifier kn
because the second indicator function in (2) will then become zero quite
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frequently. Therefore kn cannot make good local decisions; this is particu-
larly true in the case of sparse data. In practice, it makes sense to modify
the term I{dH(Wˆi, Wˆ(x))=0} in such a way that the summand in (2) has
fewer zeros. One flexible criterion is to allow a small number of disagree-
ments between some of the components of the vectors Wˆi and Wˆ(x). More
specifically, let MŒ <M be a positive integer and let gn, m1 , ..., gn, mMŒ be any
MŒ individual classifiers. Also, let WˆMŒi and WˆMŒ(X) be the restrictions of
Wˆi and Wˆ(X) to the set of classifiers (gn, m1 , ..., gn, mMŒ ), i.e.,
WˆMŒi — WˆMŒ(Xi)=(gn, m1 (Xi), ..., gn, mMŒ (Xi))
WˆMŒ(X)=(gn, m1 (X), ..., gn, mMŒ (X)).
Similarly, let WˆM−MŒi and Wˆ
M−MŒ(X) be the (M−MŒ)-dimensional vectors
containing the remaining M−MŒ classifiers. Then our proposed modified
version of (2) is
knewn (x) — knewn (gn, 1(x), ..., gn, M(x))
=argmax
0 [ k [K−1
C
n
i=1
I{Yi=k}(f1(i, M, x)+f2(i, M, x)×f3(i, M, x)),
(3)
where
f1(i, M, x)=I{dH(Wˆi, Wˆ(x))=0},
f2(i, M, x)=I{dH(Wˆ
M−MŒ
i , Wˆ
M−MŒ(x))=0}, and
f3(i, M, x)=I{1 [ dH(WˆMŒi , WˆMŒ(x)) [ L},
for some small positive integer L <MŒ. In the case of ties knewn (x) picks the
smallest k ¥ {0, ...K−1} for which (3) holds. Here, L may be viewed as the
tuning parameter of the combined classifier knewn . In other words,
knewn (x)=k if the number of class k data points for which all the M−MŒ
classifiers and at least (MŒ−L) of the remaining MŒ classifiers predict
(correctly or incorrectly) the same class, at both the data point and the new
observation, is larger than for any of the other classes. The combined clas-
sifier (3) is in a sense a class-majority vote procedure, where the class with
the largest number of ‘‘yes’’ (=1) votes is elected. Here the voters are the
Xi’s and the vote associated with Xi is a 1 (i.e., a ‘‘yes’’) if the condition
f1+f2 ·f3=1 holds, and zero otherwise. An interesting case is the one
with L=1. Larger values of L are suitable only when M (as well as MŒ
and n) are somehow quite large. In fact, the major focus of this article is
on the case of L=1. That is, we are allowing the components of WˆMŒi and
WˆMŒ(x) to have at most one disagreement.
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Observe that if we put f3(i, M, x)=I{0 [ dH(WˆMŒi , WˆMŒ(x)) [ L}, then
(3) can be re-written as
knewn (x)=argmax
0 [ k [K−1
C
n
i=1
I{Yi=k}(f2(i, M, x)×f3(i, M, x)),
where f2(i, M, x) is as before.
3. ASYMPTOTIC PERFORMANCE OF knewn
In order to study the large sample behavior of knewn , we first need to state
some preliminary results. For k=0, ..., K−1, let
Pk(Wˆ(X))=E(I{Y=k} | Wˆ(X))
and put
k*(Wˆ(x))=argmax
0 [ k [K−1
Pk(Wˆ(x)), (4)
where as before Wˆ(X)=(gn, 1(X), ..., gn, M(X)). Let Pˆk(Wˆ(x)) be some data-
based version of Pk(Wˆ(x)). Observe that we have used the training sample
Tn twice in finding Pˆk(Wˆ(x)): once to find Wˆ(x) and a second time to find
Pˆk itself. Define kn to be the combined classifier
kn(Wˆ(x))=argmax
0 [ k [K−1
Pˆk(Wˆ(x)). (5)
Let k be any other combined classifier and define errn(k), errn(kn), and
errn(k*), the error rates of k, kn, and k*, respectively, by
errn(k)=P{k(Wˆ(X)) ] Y |Tn},
errn(kn)=P{kn(Wˆ(X)) ] Y |Tn}, and
errn(k*)=P{k*(Wˆ(X)) ] Y |Tn}.
The following lemma shows that k*, as defined by (4), can be viewed as
the counterpart of the Bayes classifier for our combined classification
setup; of course in the current setup k* is also data based (random).
Lemma. Let k* be as in (4).
(a) For any other combined classifier k one has
errn(k)− errn(k*) \a.s. 0.
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(b) Let kn be as in (5), then
errn(kn)− errn(k*) [a.s. C
K−1
k=0
F |Pˆk(Wˆ(x))−P{Y=k |X=x}| m(dx),
where m is the probability measure of X.
Proof. A proof of this result for the two-class problem (K=2) is given
in Mojirsheibani [9, Lemma 1]; extension to the general K > 2 is straight-
forward and will not be given here.
In the rest of this article we will assume that the distribution of X has a
compact support Bd …Rd. Let
Pn —Pn(Bd, Tn, M) :={An, 1, ..., An,KM}
be a random partition of Bd induced by the training sample Tn, where
the KM cells of the partition are defined as follows. Let u1, ..., uKM be
all of the different M-dimensional vectors in the discrete space
{0, 1, ..., K−1}M. Then the ith cell of the partition is
An, i={x ¥ Bd | Wˆ(x)=ui; ui ¥ {0, 1, ..., K−1}M}
={x ¥ Bd | (gn, 1(x), ..., gn, M(x))=ui; ui ¥ {0, 1, ..., K−1}M}.
Observe that 1KMi=1 An, i=Bd and An, i 5 An, j=” for i ] j; thus Pn is a
genuine partition of Bd. Let An[x] be the unique cell that contains the
point x and let un[x] be the vector in {0, 1, ..., K−1}M corresponding to
the cell An[x]. Let T
(obs)
n be the observed value of the training set Tn and
consider the nonrandom family of partitions Wn of Bd:
Wn={P |P=Pn(Bd, T
(obs)
n , M), for T
(obs)
n ¥ {Bd×{0, 1, ..., K−1}}n}.
Also, for any family of partitions W of Bd let D(W, n) be the nth shatter
coefficient of W, i.e., the combinatorial quantity
D(W, n)
=max
V
{# of different sets in {(A1 5 V, ..., AN 5 V) | (A1, ..., AN) ¥ W}},
where V=(v1, ..., vn) with vi ¥ Bd. Finally, we also need the following
notation. For j=1, ..., K−1, let
U (j)−m(x)=(gn, 1(x), ..., gn, m−1(x), [gn, m(x)+j] (mod K),
gn, m+1(x), ..., gn, M(x)), (6)
and let A (j)n, m(x) be the cell
A (j)n, m(x)={z ¥ Bd | (gn, 1(z), ..., gn, M(z))=U (j)−m(x)}. (7)
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Remark A. The cells A (j)n, m(x), j=1, ..., K−1 and m=1, ..., M may be
viewed as the M(K−1) neighboring cells of An[x], the cell containing the
point x. They are the neighbors of An[x] in the sense that un[x], the
{0, 1, ..., K−1}-valued vector corresponding to the cell An[x], differs from
U (j)−m(x) in one position only. Note that for any cell An, its M(K−1)
neighbors are completely determined according to (7) and (6).
Our main results may be summarized as follows: If the number of indi-
vidual classifiersM=Mn is allowed to increase with n (at a specified rate),
then under some regularity conditions the combined classifier knewn is at
least as good as the best individual classifier, where good means low mis-
classification error rate. More precisely, let Pgn —Pgn (Bd, Tn, Mn−M −n) :=
{Agn, 1, ..., A
g
n, K(Mn −M Œn)} be a random partition of B
d induced by the training
sample Tn, based on (Mn−M
−
n) individual classifiers only. That is, A
g
n, i, the
ith cell of the partition, is Agn, i={x ¥ Bd | WˆMn−M
−
n(x)=vi}, where the vi’s,
i=1, ..., KMn−M
−
n are the distinct (Mn−M
−
n)-dimensional vectors in
{0, 1, ..., K−1} (Mn −M
−
n). In what follows we assume that Pn (and thus P
g
n )
has connected cells (a set S is disconnected if there are nonempty open sets
A and B such that S=A 2 B and A 5 B is empty, otherwise S is con-
nected). Of course, one must impose the extra condition that the marginal
distribution of each component of the random vector X has a density;
without this condition, there is no hope of ever having a partition with
connected cells. An easy-to-visualize example of a random partition with
connected cells is the one where the individual classifiers are hyperplanes
and K, the number of classes, is 2.
Theorem. Consider the combined classifier (3). Let diam(S)=
supx, y ¥ S ||x−y|| be the diameter of the set S. If all the marginal distributions
of the vector X have densities, and are jointly supported on a compact and
connected set Bd …Rd, and if, as nQ.,
(a) Mn−M
−
n Q.,
(b) K2Mn log D(Wn, n)/nQ 0,
(c) for every d > 0, m({x | diam(Agn[x]) \ d})Qa.s. 0,
(d) hk(x) :=P{Y=k |X=x) is continuous for each k=0, 1, ..., K−1,
then the combined classifier knewn is asymptotically strongly optimal in the
sense that for any one of the individual classifiers gn one has
lim sup
nQ.
{errn(k
new
n )− errn(gn)} [a.s. 0.
Here, errn(gn)=P{gn(X)]Y |Tn} and errn(knewn )=P{kn(Wˆ(X))]Y |Tn}.
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Remark B. Condition (a) guarantees that the number of cells in Pgn
increases with n, and therefore the cells will shrink. Condition (b) controls
the richness or cardinality of the family Wn. It also implies that K2Mn/nQ 0,
i.e., the number of individual classifiers cannot grow faster than o(log n).
Condition (c) is a shrinking cell condition; it requires the cells of Pgn to
have small diameters when n (and thus M −n) is large enough. It is difficult
to say when, in general, condition (c) holds and when it does not. This is
because (c) depends primarily on the behavior of the individual classifiers.
Some individual classifiers such as regular histogram rules, binary tree
classifiers, and classifiers based on statistically equivalent blocks induce a
natural partitioning of the feature space Rd, with shrinking cells under
fairly general conditions. Thus one should expect (c) to hold when at least
one of the constituent classifiers partitions Rd. This is regardless of the
possible correlation among the individual classifiers, caused by the increas-
ing sample size. It also appears that the more diverse the individual classi-
fiers are the more likely for condition (c) to hold. For instance, by combin-
ing some k-nearest-neighbor rules with k=5, 6, 7, 8, 9, etc. (k-values that
are very close) one should not expect (c) to hold at all. The reason is that
all these 5 (=Mn) classifiers behave nearly the same for large values of n.
Condition (d) is technical. Of course, from a practical point of view, the
number of the individual classifiers Mn is fixed and does not grow with n.
However, the conditionMn Q. as nQ. withMn remaining smaller than
o(log n) mainly serves to give the relative size of Mn as compared to n in
order to have meaningful large-sample results. It may also be interpreted
as: Add a few more classifiers to the existing pool as more and more data
become available.
Proof of the theorem. We prove the theorem in three steps.
Step 1. Equivalent representation of knewn . Let gn, ma (Xi), a=1, ..., MŒ
be the components of WˆMŒi , and let gn, ma (Xi), a=MŒ+1, ..., M be the
components of WˆM−MŒi . Similarly, gn, ma (x) is a component of Wˆ
MŒ(x) for
a=1, ..., MŒ and a component of WˆM−MŒ(x) for a=MŒ+1, ..., M. Then a
little effort shows that
I{dH(Wˆi, Wˆ(x))=0}
+I{dH(Wˆ
M−MŒ
i , Wˆ
M−MŒ(x))=0}× I{dH(Wˆ
MŒ
i , Wˆ
MŒ(x))=1}
=I{gn, m(Xi)=gn, m(x); m=1, ..., M}
+I{gn, ma (Xi)=gn, ma (x); a=MŒ+1, ..., M}
×[I{{gn, ma (Xi)=gn, ma (x); a=2, ..., MŒ} 5 {gn, m1 (Xi) ] gn, m1 (x)}}
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+I{{gn, ma (Xi)=gn, ma (x); a=1, 3, ..., MŒ} 5 {gn, m2 (Xi) ] gn, m2 (x)}}
+· · ·
+I{{gn, ma(Xi)=gn, ma(x); a=1, · · ·MŒ−1}5 {gn, mMŒ(Xi)] gn, mMŒ(x)}}]
=I{gn, m(Xi)=gn, m(x); m=1, ..., M}
+I{{gn, m(Xi)=gn, m(x); all m ] m1} 5 {gn, m1 (Xi) ] gn, m1 (x)}}
+I{{gn, m(Xi)=gn, m(x); all m ] m2} 5 {gn, m2 (Xi) ] gn, m2 (x)}}
+· · ·
+I{{gn, m(Xi)=gn, m(x); all m ] mMŒ} 5 {gn, mMŒ (Xi) ] gn, mMŒ (x)}}
=: I0+I1+I2+·· ·+IMŒ. (8)
Now observe that since x is in the unique cell An[x] in which (gn, 1(x), ...,
gn, M(x))=un[x], one has
I0=I{(gn, 1(Xi), ..., gn, M(Xi)=un[x]}=I{Xi ¥ An[x]}.
As for the terms I1, ..., IMŒ in (8), note that for a=1, ..., MŒ,
{gn, ma (Xi) ] gn, ma (x)}=0
K−1
j=1
{gn, ma (Xi)=[gn, ma (x)+j](mod K)}.
Let the vector U (j)−m(x) and the cell A
(j)
n, m(x) be as in (6) and (7) respectively.
Then, I1 can be written as
I1 :=I{{gn, m(Xi)=gn, m(x); all m ] m1} 5 {gn, m1 (Xi) ] gn, m1 (x)}}
= I 30K−1
j=1
{(gn, 1(Xi), ..., gn, M(Xi))=U
(j)
−m1 (x)}4
= I 30K−1
j=1
{Xi ¥ A (j)n, m1 (x)}4
= I 3Xi ¥ 0K−1
j=1
A (j)n, m1 (x)4 .
Similarly, Ia=I{Xi ¥1K−1j=1 A (j)n, ma (x)}, a=2, ..., MŒ. Therefore the right
hand side of (8) becomes
I0+I1+I2+·· ·+IMŒ=I{Xi ¥ An[x]}+C
MŒ
a=1
I 3Xi ¥ 0K−1
j=1
A (j)n, ma (x)4
=I 3Xi ¥ An[x] 2 0MŒ
a=1
0
K−1
j=1
A (j)n, ma (x)4
(since the cells are disjoint).
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Putting all the above together, our proposed combined classifier (3) can be
re-written according to
knewn (x) — argmax
0 [ k [K−1
C
n
i=1
I{Yi=k} I 3Xi ¥ An[x] 2 0MŒ
a=1
0
K−1
j=1
A (j)n, ma (x)4
=argmax
0 [ k [K−1
;ni=1 I{Yi=k} I{Xi ¥ An[x] 2 1MŒa=1 1K−1j=1 A (j)n, ma (x)}
nm(An[x] 2 1MŒa=1 1K−1j=1 A (j)n, ma (x))
(since the denominator does not depend on k). (9)
Step 2. Decomposition of errn(k
new
n )− errn(gn).
Let k* be as in (4) and observe that
errn(k
new
n )− errn(gn)=errn(k
new
n )− errn(k*)+errn(k*)− errn(gn)
[a.s. errn(knewn )− errn(k*)+0,
where the inequality follows upon replacing k by gn in part (a) of the
lemma. It remains to show that errn(k
new
n )− errn(k*)Qa.s. 0.
Step 3. errn(k
new
n )− errn(k*)Qa.s. 0.
By part (b) of the Lemma,
errn(k
new
n )− errn(k*) [a.s. C
K−1
k=0
F
Bd
|Pˆk(Wˆ(x))−hk(x)| m(dx),
where hk(x)=P{Y=k |X=x}, and Pˆk(Wˆ(x)) is as in (9), i.e.,
Pˆk(Wˆ(x))=
;ni=1 I{Yi=k} I{Xi ¥ An[x] 2 1MŒa=1 1K−1j=1 A (j)n, ma (x)}
nm(An[x] 2 1MŒa=1 1K−1j=1 A (j)n, ma (x))
.
Thus it is sufficient to show that >Bd |Pˆk(Wˆ(x))−hk(x)| m(dx)Qa.s. 0, for
each k. Let e > 0 be given. Then by condition (d) of the theorem and the
compactness of Bd, there is a continuous function h e: BdQR such that
sup
x ¥ Bd
|hk(x)−h e(x)| < e (Stone–Weierstrass).
Put
h en(x)=
E(h e(X) I{X ¥ An[x] 2 1MŒa=1 1K−1j=1 A (j)n, ma (x)} |Tn)
m(An[x] 2 1MŒa=1 1K−1j=1 A (j)n, ma (x))
,
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and
P¯k(Wˆ(x))=
E(I{Y=k} I{X ¥ An[x] 2 1MŒa=1 1K−1j=1 A (j)n, ma (x)} |Tn)
m(An[x] 2 1MŒa=1 1K−1j=1 A (j)n, ma (x))
.
Employing the arguments used in [7], first observe that
F
Bd
|Pˆk(Wˆ(x))−hk(x)| m(dx) [ F
Bd
|hk(x)−h e(x)| m(dx)
+F
Bd
|h e(x)−h en(x)| m(dx)
+F
Bd
|h en(x)−P¯k(Wˆ(x))| m(dx)
+F
Bd
|P¯k(Wˆ(x))−Pˆk(Wˆ(x))| m(dx)
=: Ee+Bn+Cn+Dn.
Clearly,
Ee [ sup
x ¥ Bd
| hk(x)−h e(x) | < e (because of the way h e was chosen.)
Next, the term Cn can be bounded as follows. Put N=MŒ(K−1). Then
Cn [ F
Bd
sup
An, m1 , ..., An, mN ¥Pn
1
m(An[x] 21Na=1An, ma )
× :E 1h e(X) I=3X ¥ An[x] 2 0N
a=1
An, ma 4 : Tn 2
−E 1 I{Y=k} I 3X ¥ An[x] 2 0N
a=1
An, ma 4 : Tn 4: m(dx)
= C
A ¥Pn
F
A
(the above integrand) m(dx)
= C
A ¥Pn
m(A) sup
An, m1 , ..., An, mN ¥Pn
1
m(A 2 1Na=1An, ma )
× : F
A 20Na=1 An, ma
h e(x) m(dx)−F
A 20Na=1 An, ma
hk(x) m(dx) :
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[ C
A ¥Pn
m(A) sup
An, m1 , ..., An, mN ¥Pn
1
m(A 2 1Na=1An, ma )
F
A 20Na=1 An, ma
×|h e(x)−hk(x)| m(dx)
[ C
A ¥Pn
m(A) sup
x ¥ Bd
|h e(x)−hk(x)|
[ C
A ¥Pn
m(A) · e
=e.
To deal with the term Dn let n be the probability measure of the Bd×{0, 1}-
valued random vector (X, I{Y=k}), and let nn be the corresponding
empirical measure of (Xi, I{Yi=k}), i=1, ..., n. Corresponding to each
partition P={A1, ..., AKMn} ¥ Wn define P* by
P*=P×{0, 1}={A1×{0}, ..., AKMn ×{0}} 2 {A1×{1}, ..., AKMn ×{1}}.
Associated with each Wn define the family W
g
n of partitions of B
d×{0, 1} by
Wgn={P*}={P×{0, 1} |P ¥ Wn}.
Then one has
Dn= C
A ¥Pn
F
A
|P¯k(Wˆ(x))−Pˆk(Wˆ(x))| m(dx)
[ C
A ¥Pn
sup
An, m1 , ..., An, mN ¥Pn
m(A)
m(A 2 1Na=1 An, ma )
× : n−1 Cn
i=1
I{Yi=k} I 3Xi ¥ A 2 0N
a=1
An, ma 4
−E 1 I{Y=k} I 3X ¥ A 2 0N
a=1
An, ma 4 : Tn 2:
[ C
A ¥Pn
sup
An, m1 , ..., An, mN ¥Pn
: n−1 Cn
i=1
I{Yi=k} I 3Xi ¥ A 2 0N
a=1
An, ma 4
−E 1 I{Y=k} I 3X ¥ A 2 0N
a=1
An, ma 4 : Tn 2:
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= C
A ¥Pn
sup
An, m1 , ..., An, mN ¥Pn
: nn 11A 2 0N
a=1
An, ma 2×{1}2
− n 11A 2 0N
a=1
An, ma 2×{1}2:
[ sup
P ¥ Wn
C
A ¥P
sup
An, m1 , ..., An, mN ¥P
:nn 11A 2 0N
a=1
An, ma 2×{1}4
− n 11A 2 0N
a=1
An, ma 2×{1}2:
[ sup
P ¥ Wn
C
A ¥P
3 |nn(A×{1})− n(A×{1})|
+ C
A ¥P
|nn(A×{1})− n(A×{1})|4
= sup
P ¥ Wn
3 C
A ¥P
|nn(A×{1})− n(A×{1})|
+KMn C
A ¥P
|nn(A×{1})− n(A×{1})|4
=(KMn+1) sup
P ¥ Wn
C
A ¥P
|nn(A×{1})− n(A×{1})| .
An application of Lugosi and Nobel’s [7] Vapnik–Cˇhervonenkis-type
inequality for the partition families of the space Bd×{0, 1} yields (see
Lemma 1 in the cited paper):
P{Dn > e} [ P 3 sup
P ¥ Wn
C
A ¥P
|nn(A×{1})− n(A×{1})| >
e
2KMn
4
[ 4D(Wn, 2n) 22K
Mn .exp 1 − ne2
128K2Mn
2 .
Now condition (b) of the theorem together with the Borel–Cantelli lemma
implies that Dn Qa.s. 0. As for the term Bn, put
SA[x]n, MŒ, K=An[x] 2 0
MŒ
a=1
0
K−1
j=1
A (j)n, ma (x)=: 0
1+(K−1) MŒ
i=1
Ai(x),
and observe that
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Bn [ F
Bd
1
m(SA[x]n, MŒ, K)
|m(SA[x]n, MŒ, K) h
e(x)−E(I{X ¥ SA[x]n, MŒ, K} h e(X) |Tn)| m(dx)
=F
Bd
1
m(SA[x]n, MŒ, K)
: F
SA[x]n, MŒ, K
h e(x) m(dz)−F
SA[x]n, MŒ, K
h e(z) m(dz) : m(dx)
[ F
Bd
1
m(SA[x]n, MŒ, K)
F
SA[x]n, MŒ, K
|h e(x)−h e(z)| m(dz) m(dx)
[ F
Bd
1
m(SA[x]n, MŒ, K)
5 C
Ai(x) ¥ S
A[x]
n, MŒ, K : m(Ai(x)) ] 0
m(A−i (x))
1
m(A−i (x))
×F
A−i (x)
|h e(x)−h e(z)| m(dz)6 m(dx)
(where A−i is the closure of the cell Ai)
=F
Bd
1
m(SA[x]n, MŒ, K)
C
Ai(x) ¥ S
A[x]
n, MŒ, K : m(Ai(x)) ] 0
m(A−i (x)) |h
e(x)−h e(ti(x))| m(dx),
(where ti(x) is a point in A
−
i (x) (the Mean Value theorem))
[ F
Bd
1
m(SA[x]n, MŒ, K)
max
1 [ j [MŒ(K−1)+1
|h e(x)−h e(tj(x))|
× C
Ai(x) ¥ S
A[x]
n, MŒ, K
m(Ai(x)) m(dx),
(since the distribution of X has a density)
=F
Bd
max
1 [ j [MŒ(K−1)+1
|h e(x)−h e(tj(x))| m(dx).
Let A ¥Pn, and let A (i)n, ma , i=1, ..., K−1, a=1, ..., MŒ be the neighboring
cells of A in the sense of (7) and (6); also see Remark A following Eq. (7).
Also, let SAn, MŒ, K=A 2 1MŒa=1 1K−1i=1 A (i)n, ma . The uniform continuity of h e (on
Bd) implies that given e > 0, there is a d > 0 such that if diam(SAn, MŒ, K) < d,
then |h e(y1)−h e(y2)| < e for all y1, y2 ¥ SAn, MŒ, K. Thus
Bn [ C
A ¥Pn : diam(S
A
n, MŒ, K) \ d
F
A
max
1 [ j [MŒ(K−1)+1
|h e(x)−h e(tj(x))| m(dx)
+ C
A ¥Pn : diam(S
A
n, MŒ, K) < d
F
A
max
1 [ j [MŒ(K−1)+1
|h e(x)−h e(tj(x))| m(dx)
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[ 2 C
A ¥Pn : diam(S
A
n, MŒ, K) \ d
m(A)+ C
A ¥Pn : diam(S
A
n, MŒ, K) < d
e m(A)
(since h e is bounded)
[ 2m({x | diam(SA[x]n, MŒ, K) \ d})+e.
Let Agn[x] be the unique cell of P
g
n that contains the point x. A little effort
shows that
SA[x]n, MŒ, K … 0
K
j1=1
· · · 0
K
jMŒ=1
{y|gn, ma (y)=[gn, ma (x)+ja] (mod K),
a=1, ..., MŒ, and gn, ma (y)=gn, ma (x), a=MŒ+1, ..., M}
=Agn[x].
This implies that Bn [ 2m({x|diam(Agn[x]) \ d})+e. Therefore, by part (c)
of the theorem, lim supnQ. Bn [a.s. e. This proves the theorem since we
have shown that
lim sup
nQ.
{Ee+Bn+Cn+Dn} [a.s. 3e,
for all e > 0.
4. EXAMPLES
There are K=3 classes: Two multivariate normal populations with
means (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and (3, 2, 1, 1, 1), and covariance matrices diag(1, 1, 1,
1, 1) and diag(1, 2, 1, 1, 1) respectively. The third class is a multivariate
Cauchy with independent components having location and scale param-
eters (3, 1), (2, 1), (1, 1), (1, 1), (1, 1). The training sample has 100
observations from each of the three classes.
We consider two different cases.
Case 1: Combining a number of effective classifiers. Here we have con-
sidered 5 individual classifiers: a 6-NN, a 2-NN, two tree classifiers with 5
and 10 terminal nodes, and the LDA (Fisher’s linear discriminant func-
tion). An additional 100 observations from each class were used to estimate
the misclassification error rates of different classifiers. The numbers
appearing in Table I are the averages based on 20 such Monte Carlo runs;
standard errors are reported in brackets. The individual classifiers are
denoted by g6NNn , g
2NN
n , g
tree5
n , g
tree10
n , and g
LDA
n . In order to employ (3), we
need to pickMŒ < 5 individual classifiers on which the function f3 acts. We
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TABLE 1
Error Rates for Case 1
g tree5n g
tree10
n g
6NN
n g
2NN
n g
LDA
n k
new.0
n k
new.tree5
n
0.392 0.352 0.306 0.323 0.451 0.284 0.284
(0.030) (0.060) (0.028) (0.028) (0.050) (0.026) (0.025)
knew.tree10n k
new.6NN
n k
new.2NN
n k
new.LDA
n k
new.tree
n k
new.NN
n
0.281 0.285 0.297 0.289 0.280 0.302
(0.035) (0.026) (0.024) (0.028) (0.033) (0.023)
have no simple recipe for doing this effectively; in fact, M=5 is perhaps
too small to invoke any large-sample properties of our proposed combined
classifier (recall that by condition (a) of our theorem MQ. as nQ.).
However, our limited experience shows that one can expect good results by
taking MŒ close to NM− logMM. To simplify our empirical study, we have
considered the cases MŒ=4 and MŒ=3; in each case the tuning parameter,
L, of the combined classifier was set equal to 1. The case MŒ=4 gives rise
to 5 combined classifiers which we will denote by: knew.6NNn , k
new.2NN
n ,
knew.tree5n , k
new.tree10
n , and k
new.LDA
n . These are all of the form k
new
n as given by (3),
knewn (X) — knewn (g6NNn (X), g2NNn (X), g tree5n (X), g tree10n (X), gLDAn (X))
=argmax
0 [ k [ 3−1
C
n
i=1
I{Yi=k}(f1(i, 5, X)+f2(i, 5, X)×f3(i, 5, X)),
where
f1(i, 5, X)=I{dH(Wˆi, Wˆ(X))=0},
f2(i, 5, X)=I{dH(Wˆ
M−MŒ
i , Wˆ
M−MŒ(X))=0}, and
f3(i, 5, X)=I{dH(Wˆ
MŒ
i , Wˆ
MŒ(X))=1} (since L=1).
For example, in the case of the combined classifier knew.6NNn (i.e., when
knewn =k
new.6NN
n ), the functions f1, f2, and f3 become
f1(i, 5, X)=I{g
6NN
n (Xi)=g
6NN
n (X), g
2NN
n (Xi)=g
2NN
n (X),
g tree5n (Xi)=g
tree5
n (X), g
tree10
n (Xi)=g
tree10
n (X),
gLDAn (Xi)=g
LDA
n (X)},
f2(i, 5, X)=I{g
6NN
n (Xi)=g
6NN
n (X)},
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and
f3(i, 5, X)=I{[I{g
2NN
n (Xi) ] g2NNn (X)}+I{g tree5n (Xi) ] g tree5n (X)}
+I{g tree10n (Xi) ] g tree10n (X)}+I{gLDAn (Xi) ] gLDAn (X)} ]=1}.
Similarly, the functions f2 and f3 can be determined for other combined
classifiers. The case MŒ=3 results in 10 different combined classifiers. Due
to real computing time constraints, we have only considered 2 such classi-
fiers. The first one appears in Table I as knew.NNn which corresponds to
MŒ=3 individual classifiers g tree5n , g tree10n , and gLDAn , and the second one
appears as knew.treen , corresponding to the individual classifiers g
2NN
n , g
6NN
n ,
and gLDAn . We have also included the combined classifier k
new.0
n , which
corresponds to the caseMŒ=5; it is the same as (3) with
f1(i, 5, X)=I{g
6NN
n (Xi)=g
6NN
n (X), g
2NN
n (Xi)=g
2NN
n (X),
g tree5n (Xi)=g
tree5
n (X), g
tree10
n (Xi)=g
tree10
n (X),
gLDAn (Xi)=g
LDA
n (X)}
f2(i, 5, X)=1,
and
f3(i, 5, X)=I{ [I{g
2NN
n (Xi) ] g2NNn (X)}+I{g6NNn (Xi) ] g6NNn (X)}
+I{g tree5n (Xi) ] g tree5n (X)}+I{g tree10n (Xi) ] g tree10n (X)}
+I{gLDAn (Xi) ] gLDAn (X)} ]=1}.
The results in Table I clearly show that each of the combined classifiers
(i.e., each kn) outperforms all the individual ones, with k
new.tree10
n and
knew.treen being the best. In fact more is true: it turned out that the combined
classifiers of this example beat the individual classifiers on a case-by-case
basis as well (not just based on the average of the 20 Monte Carlo runs);
this is a strong performance.
Case 2: Combining a number of poor classifiers. The individual classi-
fiers are a 120-NN, a 100-NN, the LDA and two new classifiers C1 and C2
defined by
C1(x)=˛1 if ||x||2 < 10,2 if ||x||2 \ 25,
3 otherwise.
and
C2(x)=˛1 if ||x||2 < 10,2 if 10 [ ||x||2 < 400,
3 otherwise.
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These individual classifiers are denoted by g120NNn , g
100NN
n , g
LDA
n , g
C1
n , and g
C2
n .
Observe that kn=120 (or 100) is too large for the kn-NN rule to be
effective, and the LDA is not appropriate. The classifier C1 is incorrect
because it confuses class 3 (Cauchy) which can have large values of ||x||2
and class 2 (Normal). The classifier C2 does not make the same mistake as
C1, but it separates classes 2 and 3 at the value ||x||2=400, which is too
large to be effective and has no theoretical justification. The combined
classifiers employed are as follows. The case MŒ=4 gives 5 combined clas-
sifiers which we will denote by knew.120NNn , k
new.100NN
n , k
new.C1
n , k
new.C2
n , and
knew.LDAn . These are all of the form k
new
n as given by (3). As an example, if
the combined classifier chosen is knew.120NNn , then the functions f1, f2, and
f3 become
f1(i, 5, X)=I{g
120NN
n (Xi)=g
120NN
n (X) , g
100NN
n (Xi)=g
100NN
n (X),
gC1n (Xi)=g
C1
n (X), g
C2
n (Xi)=g
C2
n (X),
gLDAn (Xi)=g
LDA
n (X)},
f2(i, 5, X)=I{g
120NN
n (Xi)=g
120NN
n (X)},
and
f3(i, 5, X)=I{[I{g
100NN
n (Xi) ] g100NNn (X)}+I{gC1n (Xi) ] gC1n (X)}
+I{gC2n (Xi) ] gC2n (X)}+I{gLDAn (Xi) ] gLDAn (X)}]=1}.
For the case MŒ=3 we have included two combined classifiers only: one
is knew.Cn which corresponds to MŒ=3 individual classifiers g120NNn , g100NNn ,
and gLDAn , and the other one is k
new.NN
n corresponding to the 3 (=MŒ) indi-
vidual classifiers gC1n , g
C2
n , and g
LDA
n . Also, as in Case 1, we have included
the combined classifier knew.0n , which corresponds to MŒ=5. The results are
summarized in Table II. Note that all the individual classifiers have large
misclassification error rates; this is particularly true for C1. Once again, all
the combined classifiers are superior to the individual ones in the sense that
their error rates are substantially lower than that of any individual classi-
fier. Also, as in Case 1, a closer look at our findings revealed that each
combined classifier has in fact outperformed the individual ones on a case-
by-case basis (and not just on average over the 20 Monte Carlo runs).
Remark C. Although we do not have a simple recipe for choosing
MŒ <M classifiers in an optimal way, the message of our theory and
examples is quite clear: No matter how theMŒ classifiers are chosen, under
certain regularity conditions the combined classifier knewn of (3) can be
expected to have an overall error rate lower than that of the individual
ones.
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TABLE 2
Error Rates for Case 2
gC1n g
C2
n g
120NN
n g
100NN
n g
LDA
n k
new.0
n k
new.C1
n
0.624 0.454 0.430 0.425 0.477 0.330 0.308
(0.026) (0.023) (0.017) (0.019) (0.061) (0.033) (0.027)
knew.C2n k
new.120NN
n k
new.100NN
n k
new.LDA
n k
new.C
n k
new.NN
n
0.331 0.333 0.334 0.358 0.308 0.340
(0.029) (0.032) (0.033) (0.030) (0.029) (0.035)
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